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FACE CELL REFILL CONSULTANCY 
 

PHYRIS SUCCESS 
CONCEPT 
CONSULTING 
time 10 minutes 

Customer’s wish 
Skin demands/Diagnosis 
Care program 

… to ask for 
… to observe  
… to arrange 

 
Home Care 
 

 
Milky Cleanser 
 

 
Gentle cleansing milk for dry skin. Cleanses 
efficiently and leaves skin feeling silky. 
Silk proteins  
 

 SOMI 
 

Depending on customer’s needs, activates 
receptiveness, resistance, or metabolism of the 
skin. 
 

 PEA Eye & Lip 
 

Firming anti-aging care for the eye and lip areas. 
Reduces wrinkles with the Soft Focus effect and 
gives skin a radiantly beautiful look.   
White tea/ Argireline/ Soft Focus 
 

 PEA CELL REFILL This gentle cream used during the day or night 
intensively stimulates natural cell renewal, 
regenerates the skin structure, and supports the 
formation of elastic fibres.   It corrects deficits 
caused by hormonal imbalances and improves 
the thickness and strength of the skin.  
Phyto-Cell Essence / DNA Repair Complex  
 

Intensive care / 
Supplement  

PEA Time Defense Mask 
 

Rich anti-aging mask with Defense Complex 
protects against environmental stress, stimulates 
regeneration, and provides the skin with lipids and 
moisture. For harmonized skin.  
White tea / Silk protein / Hyaluronic acid 
 

or PEA Magic Caps 
 

Regenerative, rich, high-tech concentrate gives 
the skin a unique silky feeling. Improves the skin’s 
structure and regenerative ability.  
Firmer contours and more elasticity for velvety 
smooth-looking skin. 
Vitamin C / Yam extract 
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FACE CELL REFILL TREATMENT 
 
time 85 minutes 

 
CELL REFILL is an exclusive intensive treatment with a warming, highly efficient Thermo Lift 
Modellage.  Fine lines are reduced. The firmness and elasticity of the tissues are improved 
and skin looks much younger. Lifting treatment with long-lasting effects for all skin lacking 
elasticity and firmness. 
 

 
Eye and Lip 
Makeup 

Eye Makeup Remover Gel … spread onto dry cotton pads and use to 
remove eye makeup… 
 

Cleansing 
 

Milky Cleanser … work into a foam in a bowl, apply with fan 
brush … 
 

Peeling 
 

AHA Peeling … protect eyes with moist cotton pads … 
… put AHA Peeling into a bowl and apply with a 
damp brush…   
… keep moist with tissue papers or a compress … 
leave to take effect for 10-20 minutes …remove 
residue with moist compresses… 
 

Tonifying 
 

Hydro Tonic … spread onto cotton pads and treat face, neck, 
and décolleté… 
 

Extraction & 
Eyebrow shaping 
 

… minutes … ensure the highest level of hygiene… and if 
necessary, tonify again … 

Activating 
 

SOMI … apply with CRYSTAL TECHNIQUE… 

Concentrate PEA Magic Caps …apply on face, neck, and décolleté; avoid eye 
area… 

Massage 
 

Massage Cream …remove residue with warm, moist compress… 
 

Eye mask 
 

EZ Anti-Stress Eye Mask 
 

… apply around the eyes and cover with moist 
cotton pads … 
 

Concentrate NG Beauty Leave On  plus … apply with hands or fan brush… 
 

Mask Algae Mask + Vitamin C … mix with a salon spatula according to the 
instructions; apply with a spatula from the bottom 
up (approx. 3mm thick)… apply mask on eyes 
and lips only if they are protected with a cotton 
pad … keep the edges compact and thick … 
allow to take effect for 20 minutes… loosen the 
edges with the spatula… pull off the mask in one 
piece … take off residue with cotton pads and 
tonic … 
 

Final care 
 

SOMI 
PEA Eye & Lip 
PEA Cell Refill  
 

… apply SOMI first, then eye care; afterwards treat 
face, neck, and décolleté …… 
 
 

Home care … as arranged … … to offer … 
 

Time needed 
approx.  

100 minutes … including consultancy … 

 
 
 


